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The God of Whispers has spread an omnipresent paranoia to every corner of the kingdom of Zhal;

his spies hide in every hall spreading mistrust and fear. Adam Osidis, a dying knight from a

disgraced house, must choose between joining a hopeless band of magic users in their desperate

bid to free their world of the evil God, or accepting his promise to give Adam everything his heart

desires. Writer RICK REMENDER reteams with collaborators JEROME OPEÃƒâ€˜A (Uncanny

X-Force, FEAR AGENT) and MATT HOLLINGSWORTH (TOKYO GHOST, WYTCHES) to take you

on a hard road through the strange fantasy world of Zhal. All men have surrendered their freedom

for fear; now one last free man must choose.  Collects issue 1-4
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I took close to 20 years off of comics, but the great stories that Image publishes brought me back. I

am currently reading Saga, East of West and now this series. I bought issue one 1st print solely

based off the cover and having read a bit about the author. I loved it. If you like epic fantasy,

journies, and intriguing characters I think this is a must have.

Seven to Eternity was one of the best surprises I have ever read. I came across it in my

recommendations on here, and the art immediately sucked me in. I knew about the reputation of

Remender, but had no idea what this series was about. Man, am I glad I spent the money on



this.The art is BY FAR the best art I have ever seen in a comic. Every panel is beautifully crafted

and full of color, with so much going on. It is worth buying just for the art alone. However, the

characters and story are also top tier. Each character is extremely complex, with different

motivations and backgrounds. The story of the God of Whispers is introduced here, as well as the

story of a man who will stand by his principles no matter the cost.The only complaint I have, which is

keeping this from a 5 star review, is a part with some blatant political commentary. I don't mind

subtle, or creative commentary, however at one point it actually was immersion breaking due to the

obvious point the writers were trying to make. It was only for a small time, however, so I do not fault

it for much. I just do not hope it creep into the otherwise wonderful story.Overall, this is a must buy

for any comic lover's or sci-fan fan's collection. I am looking forward to issue 5 and beyond.

Artwork is great and the world building is fantastic. Really cool villains and powers. The story might

be a bit clichÃƒÂ© but it's execution is strong. Can't wait for volume 2.

I love Rick Remender's work. This is no exception.The art sells Remender's story, as expected.

Jerome OpeÃƒÂ±a's work is extraordinary. I love the almost manga, but still American classic style

he exudes.The story is captivating. Remender is one of those writers that will never get the credit he

is due. His mind is insanely genius, when it comes to writing. "Seven to Eternity" is such a unique

story, coming from a unique writer that has carved his way into sci-fi like no one else.There are

certain western elements that harken FIREFLY, but other certain superhero elements that nod back

to Remender and OpeÃƒÂ±a's run with X-Force. This is another great addition to any collection that

lives inside the world of eccentricity. There's a certain oddness to this story that is too enticing to put

it down. If you're having fears of purchasing this, don't. It's 4 issues of brilliant storytelling and

artwork.Enjoy it!!

Ever since Fear Agent, Remender and OpeÃƒÂ±a have been collaborating with great success on

nearly every project they've undertaken together and "Seven to Eternity" is no different. "Seven To

Eternity's" story is refreshing in the sense that we are given small pieces of a much larger history as

the story progresses to keep you interested as well as the nagging, constant desire to wonder what

is coming next. Garils Sulm, The God of Whispers, is an intriguing antagonist who leaves readers

on the edge of their seat as they watch him manipulate the Mosak guarding him. Remender puts

Sulm in a position where you have to constantly ask yourself and wonder if everything happening to

him and the surviving Mosak is by his design or theirs. OpeÃƒÂ±a on the other hand, has crafted



such a brilliant environment and aesthetics for each of the Mosak that you are left spending minutes

per page, taking in every beautiful page. Altogether, the combination of both a fantastic story as well

as concepts and imagery that keep you wanting to read "just one more page," makes this series an

easy 10/10.

Rick Remender has never disappointed me. Never. Black Science continues to my favorite comic

series, so I was excited to see Seven to Eternity enter the fold. Remender and his artists have

crafted a lush world of magic and tyranny that is both far fetched and inviting. I can't wait for volume

2 to be added to my collection.

Great story from Rick Remender and his team. The lore and mythos of this alien universe is

amazing. Definitely can't wait to read more.

Jerome Opena is amazing and the writing is spot on as well
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